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Comic Shop UK and Ireland
WINNER –
Comic Den Oldham
Runner Up - Orbital
A convincing win for Comic Den with
a lot of love and support. Despite the
changes Orbital in London are having,
more to be announced in 2020, they also
ended quite strong.

Best Comic Con or Event

Bookshop for
Graphic Novels

Best Library
WINNER –
Renfrewshire Libraries

WINNER –
Travelling Man

Runner Up Dundee Libraries

Runner Up - Page 45
A close run race but Travelling Man just
pipped Page 45 at the post.

The first set of libraries to take
ComicScene. Perhaps this helped pip
Dundee Libraries at the final hurdle.

Best Cosplay

Best Movie / Tv Show

WINNER –
Enniskellen Comic Con

WINNER –
Michael Chandler

WINNER –
THE BOYS

Runner Up Oldham Comic Con

Runner Up Possum Queen Cosplay

Runner Up Avengers Endgame

Another close run vote but in the end
Enniskillen romped home with the award.

Best Comic Movie
Actor / Actress
WINNER Mark Hamill
Runner Up Tom Holland
Mark, Tom, Joquain were all hot
favourites as votes came in but looks like
the force and his Joker laugh ruled the
day for Mark Hamill

A very close race with Endgame looking
to destroy everything in its wake and
then The Boys stole the show!

Best Comic Merchandise
WINNER Carlos Ezquerra
Lawgiver

Best new comic / graphic
novel UK
WINNER Hilda And The Mountain
King By Luke Pearson

Runner Up Funko

Runner Up - Power Boot
Camp

Never…in…doubt.

A great campaign for votes nearly edged
it for Power Boot Camp but Hilda got to
the top of the mountain. Both all ages
comics.
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Best classic reprint UK

Best Web Comic

Best Comic Writer

WINNER Ramsey’s Raiders

WINNER Aces Weekly

WINNER Al Ewing

Runner Up - Leopard
From Lime Street Book 2

Runner Up - Penned-Guin
by Alan Henderson

Runner Up Brian Azzarello

A win for DC Thomson and their first
coloured oversized reprint of the popular
Commando Comics team. Issue 2 is out
now.

Another close run vote but Aces Weekly
froze out Penned-Guin from the top spot.

Best Manga

Best Comic Character UK
and Ireland

WINNER My Hero Academia
Runner Up One Punch Man
Never…in…doubt… from Viz Media

Best Comic Fan
Who you gonna call?
WINNER Colin Noble
Runner Up Tony Esmond

Best Comic Media
WINNER - Down the
tubes Website
Runner Up - 1977-2000AD
Facebook Page
Those 1977-2000AD boys went for it and
at the final hurdle knocked the Awesome
Comic Pod out of the way but experience
ruled the day with John Freeman and his
brilliant Down The Tubes website steadily
picking up votes during the whole
period of voting.

WINNER Judge Dredd
Runner Up - Megatomic
Battle Rabbit
Proving he is the law this was never in
doubt but pleasing to see Megatomic
Battle Rabbit did well against other
established characters for second place.

Best Comic Character
US/World
WINNER Batman
Runner Up Spider-man
It looked like Batman was going to walk
this but a late flurry of Spider-man votes
made it a closely run contest.

Best Comic Publisher
UK & Ireland

The votes for Best Writer, Artist, Colourist
and Letterer were all very, very close but
in the end Ewing, Flint, Manco and
Parkhouse won the day. Now how would
you like to see a comic from that creative
team?

Best Comic Artist
WINNER Henry Flint
Runner Up Greg Capullo

Best Comic Colourist
WINNER Leonardo Manco
Runner Up Elisabeth Brietweiser

Best Comic Letterer
WINNER Annie Parkhouse
Runner Up Jim Campbell

Best New Comic Creator
To Watch

WINNER Rebellion

WINNER Zoe Thorogood

Runner Up - Self
Made Hero

Runner Up Dan Cornwell

This was never in doubt and with announcements during the campaign of
their plans for 2020 collections and new
editions of Action, Battle and several
other titles during 2020 they got comic
fans very excited.

This was close. Very close between two
new kids on the block who are breaking
through as one’s to watch.
Congratulations to both but while Dan
can take away the Crowdfunding
Campaign for Rok the God Zoe takes this
years Comic Creator to Watch Award.
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Best Comic Publisher
US / World

Best Crowdfunding
Campaign

Best new comic / graphic
novel US/world

WINNER Image

WINNER - Rok The God

WINNER Batman Damned

Runner Up DC

Runner Up Etherington Brothers

Runner Up - Are You
Listening by Tillie Walden

Another vote that was never in doubt for
first and second place.

Most Memorable
Comic Moment
WINNER - Moore &
O’Neill. League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen
Runner Up - Death of
Judge Hershey
Alan Moore retired from comics this year.
We thought it might put him in good
stead for the Lifetime Achievement
Award but you decided to go for his final
work with Kevin O’Neill instead. It only
just edged the Death of Judge Hershey
in 2000AD which you all felt quite
emotional about too

Looking Forward to
in 2020
WINNER Trigan Empire

The Rok the God crowdfunding
campaign was in full swing when we
were running the voting so had extra
support – thank goodness it made its
target too! Not Lorenzo Ethrington
crowdfunding numbers but who can
come close to that?

Batman has won a few ComicScene
Awards – this is the first. Tillie Walden’s
story about friendship, grief and healing
wasn’t far behind.

Best classic reprint
US / World

Best Indie /
Small Press Comic

WINNER Killing Joke
Runner Up DC The New Frontier
Black Label edition

WINNER - Combat Colin
By Lew Stringer
Runner - Up Edge
Of Extinction
Killing Moon and Edge of Extinction
were fighting it out for second place but
Combat Colin beat off the competition.
Perhaps a reflection of Lew mentioning
he’d never won an award or the end of
his Blimey! Blog perhaps but the work
was a popular choice too.

Probably one of the most popular
reprinted books from DC Comics from
Alan Moore and Brian Bolland so no real
surprises here but the Black Label Edition
of the New Frontier came very close.

Comic Creator Lifetime
Achievement Award

Runner Up The Immortal Hulk
Looked like Hulk was gonna smash the
Trigan Empire before the end of voting
but a few reveals of Trigan Empire
hardcover covers, with artwork by Chris
Weston, pushed you over the edge with
excitement.

Writer: John Wagner
Artist: Cam Kennedy
We are talking about single votes in it
between Pat Mills and John Wagner and
Cam Kennedy and Alan Davis. Between
these two beasts there was nothing in it –
so felt this year we’d celebrate writer and
artist for the ComicScene Lifetime
Achievement Award. Well done to to
John and Cam and thanks for all the
work you’ve given, and continue to give,
us comic fans.
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Part One

Happy Times and Places

Comic Strip in Doctor Who Weekly
and Doctor Who Magazine

4

Artwork:
Mike Collins /
David A Roach

0 Years of the Doctor Who Comic
strip in Doctor Who Weekly and
Doctor Who Magazine

2004 was a big year for Doctor Who.
Eight years after the 1996 television
movie starring Paul McGann and 15
years after the last regular series with
Sylvester McCoy, the BBC announced
that the programme would be returning.
Russell T Davies, a hugely successful
writer who had enjoyed success with
programmes such as Channel 4’s Queer
as Folk, was to be Doctor Who’s new
‘showrunner’. The new Doctor, the ninth
incarnation of the famous Time Lord,
was Christopher Eccleston, an actor who
had worked with Davies on the ITV
drama The Second Coming. A new
golden era of Doctor Who was about to
begin.

Of course, the Doctor Who comic strip
had never gone away. Doctor Who
Magazine had gone from strength to
strength despite the absence of the TV
show. But change was afoot and when
Eccleston debuted on television in the
spring of 2005, it was inevitable that this
new version of the Doctor would also
take the lead in the comic strip as well.

Doctor’s era in the DWM comic strip was
also short - just four stories. The first
story, ‘The Love Invasion’ by Gareth
Roberts and Clayton Hickman, ran from
April to June 2005. It was followed by
‘Art Attack’, ‘The Cruel Sea’ and ‘A
Groatsworth of Wit’ which concluded in
January 2006. The Doctor’s television
companion Rose Tyler (played by Billie
Piper) accompanied the Doctor in each
of these comic strip adventures.

The Ninth Doctor’s tenure on television
was short - just one season. But it reestablished Doctor Who in the public
consciousness. Similarly, the new

Mike Collins drew the pencils for ‘The
Love Invasion’ and would also go on to
draw the debuts of Doctors Ten and
Eleven. Were there any specific

ComicScene.org | Comic Scene | Volume 2 Issue 11 | February 2020
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requirements for an opening story approvals needed by the BBC or the
actors?‘Absolutely,’ recalls Mike. ‘When
the show returned, the contract situation
had changed and actors now had
likeness rights - not a bad thing, really. It
did mean that every few years I had to
essentially reapply for my job by
creating model sheets for new Doctors
and companions. It's not a bad thing to
have to do, as it gets you into the feel of
the character before drawing the strip.’
Mike is DWM’s most prolific penciller.
How does he think the strip has
changed over the years? ‘I was lucky as
the strip was established very early as
having it's own voice by Pat (Mills) and
John (Wagner), then Steve Moore, then
Steve Parkhouse. As a writer you have
some mighty shoulders to stand on
there. It is a quintessentially British
comic strip moulded by the folks who
brought us Judge Dredd, Nemesis the
Warlock, Laser Eraser and Pressbutton
and Captain Britain/Black Knight. They
gave it that wonderful grounded but
amused feel that echoed the TV show
while existing as its own thing.’
‘It really wasn't until the show came
back,’ adds Mike, ‘that the BBC had a
more hands-on approach to the stories
and structure. The first few comic strips
were structured like TV episodes - until
the sheer brilliant madness of Rob
Sherman's ‘The Cruel Sea’. The BBC still
oversees stories but generally the only
time things get rejected is if they clash
with upcoming episodes. Artwise?
When Dave Gibbons, Mick McMahon,
Steve Dillon and John Ridgway are the
guys before you, you have to up your
game!’
Eccleston’s successor was Scottish actor
David Tennant whose most notable role

had been the lead in another Russell T
Davies series, Casanova. Tennant
brought a youthful energy to the role
and arguably went on to be the most
popular Doctor of the 21st century
incarnation of the show. The Sontarans
featured in the first Tenth Doctor strip,
‘The Betrothal of Sontar’ in which Rose
befriended Lerax, a Sontaran with a
conscience. This was followed by ‘The
Lodger’, a one part story which would
later form the basis of the Matt Smith
television episode of the same name.
Other
highlights
included
‘The
Stockbridge Child’ in 2009 in which the
Doctor once again met his old friend
Maxwell Edison.
As DWM editor from 2007 to 2017, Tom
Spilisbury oversaw much of the Tenth
Doctor’s era. Did he think it was
important for the strip to emulate the
style of the TV show or go off in its own
direction? ‘Oh, we absolutely wanted to
have our cake and eat it,’ recalls Tom.
‘We always wanted to be more than just
a ‘TV tie-in’, and tell stories that
MATTERED. That’s why I was keen to
introduce a companion of our own
(Majenta), as we could do things with
her that wouldn’t be possible with a TV
companion. With Rose or Martha or
Donna, you knew they could never be in
real danger, or that anything could ever
truly change for them, as anything
important had to happen to them on TV,
not the strip. So I wanted us to develop
and expand on our own mythology, as
well as fitting in with whatever was being
done on TV.’
In 2010, Matt Smith debuted as the
Eleventh Doctor. Aged 26, he was the
youngest actor to play the role. The
Eleventh Doctor’s first DWM comic strip
outing was ‘Supernature’ from May to

Artwork:
John Ross

July 2010, which featured the Doctor
and his companion Amy Pond arriving
on a prison colony and encountering a
deadly plague that transformed
prisoners into beasts. This Doctor went
on to encounter a diverse range of
characters and monsters including the
Axons, UNIT and even the author CS
Lewis! He bowed out in ‘The Blood of
Azrael’ in May 2014 which Mike Collins
recalls was ‘a vast, sprawling SF epic with
some fabulous scenes.’
Whereas Matt Smith had been the
youngest Doctor, his successor Peter
Capaldi was 55 when he inherited the
role, the same age that the original
Doctor William Hartnell had been when
the series had begun in 1963. Capaldi
commenced his comic strip reign with
‘The Eye of Torment’ in 2014.
A highpoint of the Twelfth Doctor’s era
was 2015’s ‘The Highgate Horror’, an
atmospheric vampire tale set in the
1970s. I asked writer Mark Wright if he
had any particular influences for this
story. Is he a fan of horror movies for
example? ‘Funnily, horror is not my goto genre,’ Mark explains, ‘but there’s
something about Doctor Who that suits
its trappings. For ‘Highgate’, I was given
the location as part of the brief (and
even went on a location recce to the
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cemetery for a tour of both sides of the
grounds, which was incredibly useful).
There was a totally different first pass of
an outline surrounding a tour guide in
the midst of grief over the loss of a
parent but then we decided to go full
pelt on the 70s horror and picked up the
urban myth of the Highgate Vampire,
which is a fascinating tale. Things like
Dracula AD 1972 really played into the
mix, and if we’d had more space, I’d
have taken the story out of the cemetery
and out into London of that period.’
‘The Highgate Horror’ introduced Jess
Collins, an art history student who
would go on to appear in several
subsequent adventures . ‘Jess was a
complete fluke,’ says Mark,’ intended as
a one-off supporting character, so she
was effectively my creation, with some
input from Scott Gray. Then as plans
formed in relation to the TV series, Scott
found he needed a comic-strip only
companion to cover the gap from Clara
to Bill, but as we’d only need them for 11
issues or so, it was decided to strand the
Doctor on Earth with Jess. It was nice
that Scott had seen something in the
character that he thought would make a
good companion. And a lot of things

Artwork:
Mike Collins /
David A Roach

slotted together there – her AfroCarribbean background gave us a family
and the Brixton setting, the early 70s
time period gave us the opening of the
Victoria Line extension to Brixton and
the in for ‘The Pestilent Heart’, the
opening story of the earthbound run. I’m
very fond of the Collins family, and
would love to revisit them one day.’
2016’s ‘Witch Hunt’ by Jacqueline
Rayner was another popular Twelfth
Doctor strip which explored similarly
sinister subject matter to the later
televised adventure ‘The Witchfinders’.
Were there are specific influences for
this story? ‘I loved writing it,’ Jac recalls.
‘My main influence goes right back to
seeing a woodcut of witches in the
Children’s Britannica at an early age and
discovering I came from witch country!
Not Pendle as in the series, but Essex Chelmsford, where I was born, held
some of the biggest witch trials; the very
first execution took place there. Matthew
Hopkins crops up a lot if you read about
the Essex witches - the castle where
Clara is imprisoned is meant to be
Colchester castle, where Hopkins
interrogated many poor women.’
Having written Who for audio, prose and
comics, does Jac think that Doctor Who
differs depending on the medium it's
told in, or is a good Doctor Who story a
good Doctor Who story regardless of
the medium? ‘I think that the essence of
a good Doctor Who story is always the
same, but the way you tell something is
dependent on the medium. From the
kernel of an idea, you take it in the
relevant direction to serve the chosen
media. At one point I’d thought of doing
a prose story about the Essex witches,

but coming to it as a comic strip took the
story another way. There’s an amazing
page of Clara in the darkness of the
castle cell - it would take pages of prose
to get across how she’s feeling, but
thanks to Martin Geraghty, David Roach
and James Offredi, there it was at a
glance.’
Tom Spilsbury’s tenure as DWM editor
came to a close during the Twelfth
Doctor’s era. How would he say the strip
had evolved during his time on the
magazine? ‘I don’t know if the strip
evolved as such, but the big innovation
was that we started doing arcs that were
specifically designed to run in graphic
novels - runs of 18 to 20 issues. So we
could plan out bigger storylines that
would work even better when you had
the compilation.‘
In 2017, incoming Doctor Who
showrunner Chris Chibnall cast
Yorkshire-born Jodie Whittaker as the
first female Doctor. Accompanied by her
TV companions Graham, Ryan and Yaz,
the new incarnation has been as
dynamic on the printed page as she is
on the screen. Scott Gray has written all
of the new Doctor’s DWM strips so far,
starting with ‘The Warmonger’ in 2018.
Is there a Thirteenth Doctor strip he’s
particularly proud of? ‘I’m probably
proudest of ‘The Power of the Mobox’,
because it didn’t kill me! It’s the first
multi-parter I’ve written and drawn. It
was a lot of work, but I loved every
second of it..’
How does Scott approach the strip? ‘I’ve
always tried to reflect the broad tone of
each TV era in the strip, and that’s
obviously changed over the years as
different actors and showrunners have
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‘Various things’, says Tom. ‘It helps that it’s
based on the best TV show ever, of
course. But importantly, it’s always
strived to be as good - or better - than
the show itself. I can’t stress how much
Scott Gray has to take the credit for
guiding the development to the strip for
decades. But it’s also the most brilliant
team of artists and writers. The key thing,
that Scott always stressed, was how we
had an ‘unlimited budget’. While the TV
show would have to build an expensive
set, we just had to draw it! And pretty
much anything could be realised in
artwork form.’
According to Jac: ’The most obvious
answer is because it’s so good - but then
many good comic strips have fallen by
the wayside. It would have been an easy
decision to cut it or shorten it, comics are
so expensive, but every single editor has
championed that strip and allowed it to
flourish. It’s also been allowed to forge
ahead, not follow the TV series slavishly or be in thrall to its own history. It’s not TV
Doctor Who in comic form, it’s ‘The Star
Beast’, it’s ‘Voyager’, it’s’ Ground Zero’,
it’s’ Oblivion’. Honestly, I’m still a bit
overwhelmed that I was allowed to be
part of something like that. ‘
Artwork:
John Ross

“Accompanied by her TV
companions Graham, Ryan and
Yaz, the new incarnation has been
as dynamic on the printed page
as she is on the screen”

Doctor Who comics historian Paul
Scoones has his own views on how the
strip has evolved over four decades. ‘I
think there have been three particularly important moments
in the evolution of the strip’, explains Paul. ‘The first comes in
1980 with the move to longer parts when the Weekly went
Monthly. With more pages to play with, the writers and artists
became more experimental. Secondly, the cancellation of
Doctor Who freed up the comic to develop its own mythology
and direction without having to accommodate what was
happening on screen. Thirdly, the comic strip benefitted from
the introduction of colour in 2001, mid-way through the run
of Eighth Doctor comics. As wonderful as the black and white
strips are, the introduction of colour brought a whole other
dimension to the strip.’

come and gone in the series. The strip’s probably altered less
than you might imagine – I think it’s very much the TV show as
seen through a DWM prism, with the comic strip’s universe
informing it’.

As Doctor Who Magazine enters its fifth decade, the comic
strip has never looked more confident and with a winning
team of writers and artists and a superb Doctor, the future
looks bright indeed.

So, looking back, why has the DWM strip been so successful
for 40 years?

With thanks to Mike Collins, Scott Gray, Marcus Hearn, Tom
Spilsbury, Jacqueline Rayner, Paul Scoones, Peter Ware and
Mark Wright. Doctor Who continues every four weeks in
Doctor Who Magazine from Panini.

‘It's managed to take a successful concept in one medium and
make it work perfectly in a wholly different one,’ reflects Mike.
‘It started brilliantly with ‘Iron Legion’ and we always try to hit
that initial benchmark. In the comics we can achieve things
they can't afford to do on TV and yet we're aware we have to
stay true to the concept.’

Artwork © Doctor Who Magazine/Panini.
In part two, we take a look at the first Doctors

Author: Ian Wheeler | Twitter: @ianwheeler_who
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The end of the year… which means it’s not only time for both the
inaugural ComicScene awards but also our overview of all that’s been
going on in comics this year.
Well, not quite true, we could have done a full run-down of everything but that would have been a lot, lot longer. Instead,
what you get is my overview of the world of comics 2019, by no means definitive and all filtered through this writer’s
personal viewpoint. It’s genuinely been rather a damn fine year in comics land and I can only apologise to those whose
names I simply had to cut out in getting this down to something that fit the space!

Now, without further ado… the ComicScene review of the comics year 2019…

T

he view from the good ol’ U.S.
of A. – Comic Shops do one
thing, readership does another?

Let’s begin with the US scene, still the
dominant force in comic shops both here
and across the pond. But there’s more to
comics nowadays than comic shops,
something I already covered last month
with my article, Children’s comics and
comic shops… Why the comic shops are
failing (CS Vol2 Issue 10).
My basic issue is two-fold, first there’s no
system in place for recording actual sales
to customers from comic shops. Those
Diamond sales figures (or rather sales
estimates based on a ranking system) are
for sales to shops, which includes any

unsold, non-returnable product, unlike
Bookscan figures from bookstores which
record actual customer sales. Secondly,
the sales to comic shops increasingly fail
to reflect the explosion in sales, year after
year, of children’s and Young Adult graphic
novels.
So yet again, the biggest sellers of 2018 in
bookstores (the last Bookscan figures
available) weren’t The Walking Dead,
Spider-Man, or Batman, but instead come
from just two creators; Raina Telgemeier
and Dav Pilkey. Tellingly, the best-selling
graphic novel to comic shops for 2018 was
Infinity War, no doubt buoyed up by the
success of Avengers: Endgame. But on the
booksellers charts, tracking actual sales to

customers, Infinity War placed 29th with
54,000 sales, whereas Pilkey took slots 1-6
(his number one book sold 716,647) and
Telgemeier slots 7-9 (her number seven
book sold 174,550) in a year where she
had no new books out at all.
Come the end of 2019, both Pilkey and
Telgemeier will undoubtedly dominate
sales charts in bookstores far and wide,
with Telgemeier’s Guts, and Pilkey’s latest
Dog Man graphic novel currently working
their ways through a 1m and 3m print-run
respectively. Both of which books have
already topped the New York Times
bestseller lists for books (yes, books –
Stephen King had to settle for second
behind Guts).
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Raina
Telgemeier’s
Gaphic Novels

teams (and seemingly as many covers)
chronicled the 80 years of Marvel. And all
in all, it wasn’t too bad.

Dav Pilkey’s
Dogman

So… tell me again how the
superheroes are the future of comics.
Oh, what they would give for even a
tiny fraction of the print runs and sales
of the children and young adults’
graphic novel market
Meanwhile, in the direct sales market of
comic shops, publishers have made 2019
a good year with a great deal of wonderful
comics, albeit one where everyone and
their dog seems to be publishing multiple
variant covers. Yes, we get some lovely
covers, but it’s just overkill and another
artificial way to prop up sales numbers
without actually expanding the readership.
Marvel Comics – Events dominate but
the best comes from left-field…
Marvel Comics’ year was once more one
of big events and reboots (but then again,
isn’t it always?) The biggest news was the
80th anniversary of this publisher,
celebrated with the publication of Marvel
Comics 1000, where 80 different creative

Of the events, War of the Realms,
spearheaded by Jason Aaron, was a fun
thing. But the event of the year, enjoyed by
new and old fans alike, has to be the whole
House of X/Powers of X series, where
writer Jonathan Hickman crafted
something that successfully reinvented &
reinvigorated the whole X-Men line for the
coming reboot. And given what we’ve
seen of that reboot, with X-Men,
Marauders, Excalibur et al, things are
looking promising there for the first time
in a long time.
However, if I had to pick out just two greats
from Marvel this year, hopefully both of
which will feature in the ComicScene

House of X
Marvel

awards, they both sit at the outskirts of
books not too bogged down by
continuity. In Immortal Hulk, Al Ewing &
Joe Bennett have made a Hulk that’s every
bit the terrifying monster he should be,
with inventive storylines giving us a
modern Hulk with a difference. Second
pick is as far from the horrors of the Hulk
as you could get, The Unstoppable Wasp
by Jeremy Whitley, Gurihiru & Firmansyah.
Sadly cancelled, the series gave us a
young, funky, and downright fun series full
of playfulness, glorious gags, yet still
managing to explore complex mental
health issues.
DC Comics – Bendis, Batman, Big
Green Boy-Scout, and bye-bye
Vertigo…
As far as DC Comics were concerned, we
had the ongoing Bendis-isation of the
Superman titles going on, with Brian
Michael Bendis continuing both his
Superman takeover and his new Wonder
Comics imprint, where Naomi continues to
be the stand-out title, as well as
spearheading the return of the Legion of
Superheroes.
Batman turned 80 this year (something
ComicScene covered in depth), with three
great titles in amongst the Bat-avalanche;
Detective Comics 1000, Scott Snyder and

Detective 1000
DC
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Green Lantern
DC

Sea of Stars
Jason Aaron, Dennis Hallum, and Stephen Green

“ ...It's been Image
that’s really stood
out for me as the
main driver of
wonderfully
diverse comics

Jock’s horrifying Batman Who Laughs, as
well as The Batman’s Grave by Warren Ellis,
reuniting with his Authority artist, Bryan
Hitch, on what Ellis described as his 'Proper
big Batman story'. But again, cutting the list
down to two titles I particularly loved, I have
to pick Ellis’ reboot of the entire Wildstorm
Universe heroes in The Wild Storm with Jon
Davis-Hunt which reached its conclusion this
year. And then there was Grant Morrison
and Liam Sharp doing amazing things on
Green Lantern, where the big green boy
scout got back to his very best.
But things weren’t all good at DC this year.
First there was the terribly sad loss of the
Vertigo imprint, whose importance to the
shape of modern comics should never be

forgotten. The line that brought us
Sandman, Preacher, 100 Bullets, Y The Last
Man and so much more is no more and the
various super-ish characters are gradually
finding their way into the DC Universe. And
that brings us, in round-a-bout fashion, to
DC's latest two-fingers to Alan Moore with
the utter pointlessness and terminal lateness
that is The Doomsday Clock, bringing
Moore and Dave Gibbons' Watchmen
characters into the DC Universe proper.

Image Comics… Who thought all those
years ago that they’d be the home of
such diversity?
Outside the big two, it’s been Image that’s
really stood out for me as the main driver of
wonderfully diverse comics. Of course, the
big, big news was the surprise end of The
Walking Dead and the sudden yet fitting
way Robert Kirkman and Charlie Adlard
decided to draw things to a close there. But
Image highlights for me include the
delightful space adventure Sea of Stars from
Jason Aaron, Dennis Hallum, and Stephen
Green and Skyward by Joe Henderson and
Lee Garbett, a wonderfully positive series
based on the weird science around gravity
turning off. However, my favourite short
comic of the year had to be the wonderful
2-part fantasy of The White Trees from Chip
Zdarsky and Kris Anka, showing a complete
mastery of economical storytelling, of show
don’t tell, and letting the art carry the story.

The White Trees
Chip Zdarsky and Kris Anka
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Stephanie Hans manage to do epic
fantasy from the simple concept of
‘what-if the old D&D cartoon actually
happened in real life?’. The finale of
WicDiv, with co-creator Jamie McKelvie,
was all the epic pop meets myth meets
belief meets fame thing all us fans
wanted it to be. And finally, Thunderbolt
gave us a real meta-fictional look at
comics, through the lens of Watchmen.
Three out of three for Gillen and more
to come in 2020.

Mooncakes
Suzanne Walker & Wendy Xu

There’s simply not the space to cover
everything that was so good this year,
with brilliance coming at us from all
sides from so many publishers. There
was Buffy returning from Boom!, the
continued reinvention of Archie Comics,
Jeff Lemire’s Black Hammer superhero
universe with a difference, and so much
more from a wide and diverse array of
publishers such as Fantagraphics,
Dynamite, First Second, Oni, and so
many more. But special mention has to

Take me back to dear old Blighty – the
Brit Comics year…
Now, onto Brit comics… although that’s a
difficult one anyway, as so many of the
great comic creators from Britain are doing
wonderful things in the US. Take John
Allison, a long-time staple of both the
thriving Brit-scene and webcomics, he had
a great year in US comics, with the end of
the long-running Giant Days at Boom! and
the start of his Dark Horse series, Steeple.
Or INJ Culbard, brilliant artist on so many
great Brit strips and books, who’s
responsible for the best title to come out
of the Berger Books imprint at Dark Horse;
Everything (written by Christopher
Cantwell).
In terms of the wealth of wonderful comics
coming out of the UK, it continues to be
such a great time. And of course, if you’re
reading ComicScene you’ll be well aware
of the real breadth and depth of quality
material the UK has to offer.
Publishers such as Titan, Avery Hill,
Jonathan Cape, and SelfMadeHero
pushed out a really diverse lineup of
comics and graphic novels, including
highlights (for me) of Ryuko by Eldo
Yoshimizu, two volumes of really intense
Manga crime action from Titan, Bryan &
Mary Talbot’s latest book, Rain, and
Walking Distance by Lizzy Stewart, a
beautiful reflection on self from Avery Hill.
But as good as they were, I’m convinced
that nothing will beat the brilliance of Rob
Davis’ final part of his Motherless Oven
trilogy, The Book of Forks – my choice for
graphic novel of the year.
Still the best provider of Thrill-Power in
the Galaxy – 2000 AD’s incredible
2019

The Book of Forks
Rob Davis
Everything else… Gillen’s great
triple, Berger Books’ Everything, Lion
Forge championing LGBTQ+ … it’s
strength in depth all over…
Then there’s the multi-talented joy that
is Kieron Gillen, responsible for at least
three of the best comic series of 2019;
Die and The Wicked & The Divine from
Image and Peter Cannon: Thunderbolt
from Dynamite. In Die, Gillen and artist

Brink
Dan Abnett and INJ Culbard
go to Lion Forge, as they’ve really
carved out a name for themselves,
publishing a truly diverse range of
books with a particular emphasis on
LGBTQ+ positive works, with highlights
being Mooncakes by Suzanne Walker &
Wendy Xu and Gender Queer by Maia
& Phoebe Kobabe.

2000 AD, along with The Treasury of British
Comics, had a stellar year, with the
Treasury now a massive repository of Brit
comics from the last 100+ years. All of this
meant that we not only got a weekly dose
of 2000 AD and a monthly hit of the Judge
Dredd Megazine, but also got so many
specials and graphic novel collections
from 2000 AD and The Treasury, bringing
us reprint collections of past strips and
new reinventions of classic characters.
In 2000 AD, we saw numerous reminders
of why the comic is still the very best, with
strips such as Dan Abnett and INJ
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Culbard’s Brink showing us how damn
fabulous the comic could be. And late in
the year, I fell in love with SK Moore’s
artwork on the new series of the Pat Mills
written Defoe, showing me once more that
there’s always a new favourite artist waiting
in the wings. But, if you had to tie me down
to the best thing all year, it would have to
be the collection of Rob Williams and
Henry Flint’s Judge Dredd: The Small
House, possibly the best Dredd since The
Apocalypse War.
It was also, thanks to Rebellion and the
Treasury, a year of bringing things back.
Whether this was the continued reprinting
of long lost things such as Leopard of Lime
Street, Wildcat, or Leo Baxendale’s Sweeny

Cor! & Buster
Rebellion

Toddler, much missed and much beloved,
or the all-new material based on old
works, they had a stellar year. We had
more Scream & Misty specials and another
Vigilant Special, reinventing those classic
Brit supertypes.
Brit Comics for kids – building the
future readership
Rebellion also had a great year in terms of
reaching out to new readers through their
younger titles, with both the Cor! & Buster
Special and Tammy & Jinty Special
bringing back so many wonderful strips,
reimagined for a new audience. Whether
it was new Bella at the Bar, Faceache,

Maisie’s Magic Eye, Kid Kong, or many
more, these comics gave us a glimpse of
a possible future of kids’ comics and girls’
comics – at last!

Lisa Henke transferring to art duties on
the Rob Williams written GNs. The future
of Roy seems absolutely safe in all of their
hands.

And then there was Roy. Him of that there
Melchester Rovers. Yes, we had some
classic collections, as the Treasury also

And then there’s the ongoing adventures
of Rocky of the Rovers, Roy’s younger
sister, and according to all concerned the
best footballer in the Race family. With
the popularity of women’s football
increasing by leaps and bounds, Rocky’s
appearances in the novels and graphic
novels, alongside her own strip in the
Tammy & Jinty Special, was a real
highlight. And she’s a character we’re
going to see a lot more of in the future.

“ ...Beano hitting
a fabulous
4000th issue
in August.

Roy of the Rovers
Rob Williams and Lisa Henke

brought out books featuring best of the
50s and 60s, along with a great looking
65th anniversary collection. But the main
thrust comes from the rebirth of Roy Of
The Rovers that began in 2018, with a
combination of novels from Tom Palmer,
along with illustrations from Lisa Henke,
and graphic novels from Rob Williams
and Ben Willsher, all of them telling the
tale of a brand new Roy as he begins his
footballing career. The reinvention
continued in 2019, with two books and
two graphic novels finishing off season
one and a new book for Sept 2019 with
Tom Palmer joined by Rok of the Reds
artist Dan Cornwell on illustrations, and

Elsewhere, the children’s comic scene of

The Beano
DC Thomson
UK publishing, although small, had a
grand year, very much a great
anniversary year, what with the Beano
hitting a fabulous 4000th issue in August
and the Phoenix Comic still going strong
at the much more modest 400th issue this
year as well. Sales of the Phoenix are a
little tricky to establish, but the Beano is
looking strong, with sales hitting the
40,000+ point and building year on year.
It’s difficult to see kids’ comics
sometimes, as most of the titles on the
supermarket shelves are simply exercises
in selling plastic tat on the front covers,
so titles such as Beano and Phoenix
deserve our full support as proper,
wonderful comics.
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Beyond the big boys… The thriving UK
comics’ scene on a smaller scale
But the UK scene is far more than just a
handful of big publishers, with a vibrant,
exciting scene fuelled by so many small
publishers and self-published works,
where you’ll find something for everyone,
no matter what your tastes. It might be
creators just putting out books for
conventions and online, it might be
creators using funding platforms, such as
Kickstarter, but whatever it is, there’s a
wealth of brilliant talent in the UK scene.

Rok the God
Redrok Comics

The continued success of these comics for
younger readers is something we should all
be supporting, as it’s something that
ensures a thriving future for the medium we
love. And that’s just why ComicScene has
its very own all-ages pull-out comic, Corker,
something we want you to get behind and
pass on to those who we’re sure would love
comics when they get hold of them.
Commando – Still delivering all-out
action, still all too often overlooked!

The Phoenix
Issue 400

One long-standing comic that is all too
often overlooked is the ever-excellent
Commando, still one of the longest running
titles in the UK, getting near the 5300 issue
mark very soon. It delivers the action every
issue, with a remarkably wide-range of
subjects within its combat remit.
Additionally, this year we saw more of a
new graphic novel series from Commando
with the return of the much missed
Ramsey's Raiders.

For just a few examples, you need look no
further than books such as the alien
warrior meets Premier League football
adventures of Rok The God by John
Wagner, Alan Grant & Dan Cornwell
(which we love here at ComicScene – in
fact you’ll find the serialization of its
predecessor Rok of the Reds right here in
this issue); or Hitsville UK by John Riordan
& Dan Cox, a perfect pop hit of music and
madness; Department of the Peculiar by
Rol Hirst & Rob Wells, all X-Files meets Britcomedy superheroics. Jules Scheele does
some incredible work, whether it’s her selfpublished Sleepless or forthcoming (just
missing 2019) Gender with Meg-John
Barker, then there’s Rachael Smith’s
powerful and inspiring works, including
the magnificent Stand In Your Power, or
long-time comics maker Lew Stringer,
usually to be found in Beano and
elsewhere but also the maker of some
excellent self-published books including
Combat Colin, and the weird and
wonderful delights of both Douglas Noble
and Sean Azzopardi, whether working
alone or together on books such as Black
Leather. And there are so many more I
could easily mention, if only I had space.
And we cover all of it here at ComicScene
with our Indie section, but it’s also worth
checking out the Broken Frontier and
Down The Tubes websites for more, or my
own Best Of British section over at the US
site Comicon.
Farewells and those we lost in 2019
In terms of goodbyes, long-time Brit
publisher Knockabout brought us a
special moment this year, as we said what
we think is the final goodbye to both Alan
Moore and Kevin O’Neill with both
extraordinary gentlemen announcing their
retirements from comics with the final
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“ 2019 was also

the usual packed
year for comic
cons over here
in the UK

look at why he’s one of the best. More
illustrated prose than comics certainly, but
this feels like a goodbye, as Briggs
ruminates on life, love, and death in
melancholy yet typically spiky fashion. If it’s
his last work, then it’s a fitting end to a
magnificent career.

Time for Lights Out
Raymond Briggs final book

Finally, a moment to reflect on those we’ve
lost this year in UK comics. The death of
2000AD stalwart Ron Smith (January,
aged 90) left the UK comics scene all the
poorer as did the deaths of Malky
McCormick (April, aged 76), Tommy
Donbavand (May, aged 51), and Nigel
Dobbyn (August, aged 56).
Britain – probably the best comic
conventions in the world!
2019 was also the usual packed year for
comic cons over here in the UK. I suspect I
share with many of you a memory of a
time where you had a choice of one con a
year, UKCAC. Today it’s almost unusual to
have a weekend that doesn’t have some
comic event somewhere in the country, at
least from Spring through the beginning
of November.

Plate Tectonics
Margaux Motin
collection of their League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen, Tempest coming late in the
year. It’s been a wonderful ride for them
both and we hope their retirements are
short-lived.
Also saying his farewell in 2019 is the
genius that is Raymond Briggs, whose final
book Time For Lights Out, saw the
legendary cartoonist giving us one last

To my mind, the key to deciding if a
‘comic-con’ is worth going to all depends
on how easy it is to find the comic guests
on the show’s website. If all you can see at
first glance is signing opportunities for 4th
Stormtrooper to the left or random
Cybermen, then best give it a miss and go
for any number of great conventions who
actually actively promote their comic
guests! And in terms of the best of the
best, I still believe you cannot get better
than the Lakes International Comics
Festival (October) and Thought Bubble
Comic Festival (November), both of which
are dedicated to comics and deliver a
magnificent comic festival experience.

Further afield – the world of comics
awaits you …
One continuing problem with Englishlanguage comics is that it tends to ignore
the incredible wealth of material from
non-English speaking comic makers. Yes,
Manga is a big, big thing, but even a
casual look at the Manga titles on offer
tells us the likes of Viz, Dark Horse, Titan,
Yen Press et al are reprinting only a
fraction of what’s available.
The same is true of Euro comics. We have
one excellent British publisher, Cinebook,
dedicated to bringing the very best of
Euro comics to us, including the likes of
Lucky Luke, Valerian, Alone, amongst the
500+ books they’ve brought us already.
We also have English-language
reprintings of great Euro works coming
from SelfMadeHero, Titan, Humanoids,
Rebellion, and more.
But it just isn’t enough, as for every
Snowpiercer, Largo Winch, Spirou, and
Operation Overlord that we can read
there are hundreds of greats that we
can’t. But thank you to all those publishers
who do make the effort to get these
wonderful comics into our hands, all
adding to the incredible diversity and
scope of the comics world. Because the
alternative is that I have to revisit my
woeful O-level German and even worse
French to experience the delights that
await.
Having said that, one Euro comics creator
I will spend many hours translating
(badly) is Margaux Motin, whose only
English-language book to date, But I
Really Wanted To Be An Anthropologist
(SelfMadeHero, 2012) will, at last be
joined on my shelf in December when
Archaia brings out Plate Tectonics,
another book I see easily making my best
of the year list.
2019 – It’s Been A Fabulous Year! Join
us in 2020 for continued coverage of
all things comics in ComicScene!
Well, that was the year that was. As for
next year? Who knows. But we can
confidently predict that you’ll be able to
find all the best coverage of the comics’
world in 2020 right here in every issue of
ComicScene, as we continue to celebrate
the past, present and future of comics.

Author: Richard Bruton | Twitter:@richardbruton
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COMICSCENE PRESENTS
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All age
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pull ou
comic
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SLASH MORON

5 NEW
Comic strips
inside

MEGATOMIC
BATTLE RABBIT

Gallant
& Amos

DEJA WHO?
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We'd love to know what you think. Let us know
your favourites and send us your drawings to
comicsceneuk@gmail.com ...Team Corker!
Gallant & Amos
By Rob Barnes

Slash Moron
By Bambos Georgiou

Megatomic Battle Rabbit
By Stu Perrins & Israel Huretas
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Gallant & Amos. Continued from Issue 10...
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To be Continued...
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Slash Moron. Continued from Issue 10...
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To be Continued...
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Megatomic Battle Rabbit. Continued from Issue 10...
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To be Continued...
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FLINTLOCK. CONTINUES FROM ISSUE 10...
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TO BE CONTINUED...
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EUROPEAN COMIC REVIEWS
Despite the knock backs and difficulties he
had with Parisian socialites, we see a Mozart
eager to experiment with both music and
life. He challenges social and musical
convention and seems to very much enjoy
doing so.

Title: Mozart in Paris
Author: Frantz Duchazeau
Origin: France
Publisher: SelfMadeHero
Price: £14.99

Duchazeau hails from French comics
Mecca Angoulême, although he has lived
in Paris for over 25 years. His artwork takes
us to the core of nineteenth century
Parisian streets and scenes with some
lovely, intricate drawings.

elfMadeHero's
mantra
is:
"SelfMadeHero aims to publish
works that provoke, entertain, inspire
and inform through the medium of the
graphic novel."

When he wants to bring the novel's
characters to the forefront the
backgrounds are generally filled with solid
colour, as opposed to the sketching
technique used in the panels carrying our
Parisian backdrop.

Frantz Duchazeau's Mozart in Paris is a fine
example of how SelfMadeHero are able to
act upon their raison d'être very
successfully.

This allows the reader to really appreciate
the City of Light's landscape whilst keeping
a good grasp of Mozart's whirlwind
adventure there.

The first thing that should be said about
this publication (released on 26th
September) is that you do not need to be
a fan of either Mozart or classical music in
general to enjoy this book.

Mozart died a pauper and he appeared to
have some quite epic battles with
members of high society in France in order
to get to play what he wanted and how he
wanted to do it.

Duchazeau takes us into the heart of
Mozart's formative years in Paris where he
took residence for a mere six months to
escape his father and search for inspiration
as he tried to shake his reputation as a
child-prodigy on his journey into
manhood.

It seems a grave miscarriage of justice that
his genius was not appreciated when he
was alive by a wider audience or that he
was unable to profit from his revolutionary
work himself.

S

We learn that Mozart's time in the French
capital was a frustrating one from a creative
and musical point of view but Duchazeau
also treats us to a mischievous Mozart too.

Franz Duchazeau's Mozart in Paris in an
intriguing take on a small chapter of
Mozart's life, and it is the perfect
introduction to Mozart for anyone who
doesn't know much about him but is
hungry to know more.

Author: Thomas Sargent | Twitter: @nousrembobinons
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Title: Monster Allergy 1.
House of Monsters
Artwork: Alessandro Barbucci
and Barbara Canepa
Script: Katja Centomo
and Francesco Artibani
Origin: Italy
Publisher: Europe Comics
Price: €4.99
Monster Allergy, House of Monsters is the
first installment of a fun series of comics for
families and young people, which follows
around two friends on their whacky
adventures.
Elena and Zick are two misfits in a small
suburb of Bigburg called Oldmill Village.
Our two protagonists, who first meet when
Elena's family move to Oldmill. Originally,
she is warned away from Zick by two nosey
neighbours but they bond after Elena gets
involved in a fight with bullies at school.
When Elena's cat Purrcy goes missing Zick
promises to help her find him and while
they are looking for him they suspect a
bigger scandal is going on in the heart of
Oldmill Village. Naturally, they set out to
find out if it is true or not!
This is the first part of four in an ongoing
series and would be a great starter comic
for any youngster taking their first foray into
the medium.
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The next few years would see Viz become
a phenomenal success. By the end of the
Eighties, Viz was literally one of the bestselling magazines in the UK. A TV cartoon
series of Billy the Fish was produced, with
Harry Enfield voicing the celebrated halfman, half fish football player. Simon Thorp
remembers the sudden upturn in the
comic’s fortunes.

at

T

he year 2019 marks the 40th
birthday of Viz, Britain’s premier
adult comic.

Imagine. That’s forty years of strips like
Roger Mellie: The Man on the Telly (“Hello,
good evening and bollocks”), Roger
Irrelevant (“He’s Completely Hatstand”),
Finbarr Saunders and his Double
Entendres (“Fnarr fnarr!”), the Fat Slags, Sid
the Sexist, Major Misunderstanding, Miss
Brady: Old Lady, Sid the Sexist (“Tyneside’s
Silver Tongued Cavalier”), Biffa Bacon,
Student Grant, Cockney Wanker (“Orwight
Darlin’!”). Billy The Fish, Buster Gonad and
his Unfeasibly Large Testicles and many
more.
Every Viz reader has their favourite
moments. Some prefer the simple humour
of the short cartoons, for example: “My
bike’s got a flat Vic.” “Really? Whereabouts
is it living?”, early examples of which were
once compiled into a book called “Crap
Jokes.” Others prefer the controlled lunacy
of long running strips like Victorian Dad,
starring a 19th century penny farthing
riding patriarch inexplicably attached to a
modern family. A puritanical hypocrite, he
is helplessly aroused by exposed table legs
(“That is the devil’s table! It’s curved legs are
bare and are exciting me in carnal ways!
Cover them quickly with stout hessian…”).
The latest Viz annual, The Pieman’s Wig,
meanwhile, features Tiny Cox, in which TV’s
Professor Brian Cox is shrunk to miniscule
proportions by a freak particle accelerator
accident, the further adventures of Morris
Day: Sexual Pervert, a parody of Fifty
Shades of Grey: Fifty Shades of Tray (and
Sam) aka The Fat Slags and an episode of
Major Misunderstanding, in which the
elderly gentleman takes offence at being
offered a “flu jab” which he assumes is an
Islamic item of dress. In short, it is at 220

pages, a “hair-raising weave of the best bits
from issues 252-261” as it says on the cover.
Viz’s origins are humble. “It began in 1979,
when Chris (Donald) was working at the
DHSS Overseas Branch in Newcastle,”
recalls current Viz writer and artist, Simon
Thorp. “They printed 150 copies of the first
issue, although it was later re-printed, so if
you see a copy for sale, be very careful…
However, it was rubbish. If you actually read
it, you will be genuinely amazed there was
ever an issue 2.” Today, Viz is well on its way
to its 300th issue.
Chris Donald – still a teenager in 1979 –
initially produced Viz out of his bedroom in
his parents’ Jesmond home, helped only by
his brother Simon and to a lesser extent by
his friend, Jim Brownlow. Things had barely
advanced when Graham Dury and Simon
Thorp joined the team a few years later.
“I was at university, doing Visual Art at
Aberystwyth, painting, and drawing bits
and bobs for the college newspaper,”
Simon Thorp remembers. “There was an
advert in the back of Private Eye that Chris
Donald had placed. It said something
along the lines of ‘Bum rates paid by big
magazine for funny cartoons’, and it
sounded suitably low rent so I wrote off and
he sent me a copy of Viz issue 12. Viz had
been going - somewhat fitfully - for about
six years then, and was selling a few
thousand an issue, mainly in Newcastle. He
had secured a publishing deal with this
unbelievably posh bloke called John
Brown and was going to have to start
producing one magazine every two
months. After a year of my doing bits and
pieces for Viz and Oink! Mainly, Chris
offered me and Graham Dury (a botanist
from Nottingham) full-time jobs up in
Newcastle. “

“When I started full time, the comic was
selling a few thousand an issue and there
were four of us sat at drawing boards in
Chris’s old bedroom in his mum and dad’s
house,” he says. “Then, a couple of years
later, Viz was selling more than a million and
there were still four of us sat at drawing
boards, although we were now in a smallish
office opposite a bus depot… The four of
us - Chris, Simon, Graham and me - then
worked together on the comic for about
ten years, until Chris went mad and left to
devote himself to his model railway. Now
it’s just me and Graham sat in a shed in
Graham’s garden, writing stuff. We draw on
Wacom tablets now - the big 27” ones,
because our eyesight isn’t what it was.”
Forty years is a long time, but celebrations
seem likely to remain small scale according
to Simon Thorp. “For some reason, we were
talked into a big celebrity-studded party at
London’s swanky Cafe de Paris to celebrate
Viz’s 25th birthday,” he says. “Jodie Kidd,
Boris Johnson and Jeremy Clarkson all
turned up, so we’ll definitely not be doing
that again”. That said, he concedes, “The
new Profanisaurus - War and Piss - has just
come out. It’s got more words in it than the
entire Lord of the Rings trilogy, believe it or
not.” The latest edition of Roger Mellie’s
very own book of rude words “an epic
romp through the foulest sewers of the
English language” is indeed now a
substantial volume having swelled over the
years to almost unfeasible proportions.
The future for Viz looks bright. The only sad
thing is that Viz has now long outlasted so
many of the classic British comics which the
title was parodying in the first place. The
Seventies is an era which Viz’s Simon Thorp
retains fond memories of. “My mate Steve
had a big pile of comics - the Beano, Dandy,
Beezer, Whizzer and Chips, that sort of stuff,
and we used to read them over and over
again… I remember buying the first issues
of Cor!! and Shiver and Shake in Pontefract
WH Smiths. If only I’d kept them,” he muses
sadly. “They’d be worth several pounds by
now.”

Author: Chris Hallam | Twitter: @Moviebore
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IRON DYNASTIES
BOOK 1
COLLECTING IRON
WOLF ISSUES 1-4
Iron Dynasties book one
takes in the first four
issues of an epic tale
centered around Lycan king
Iron Wolf, in his quest to
unite the world in a just
and fair senate. Sword and
sorcery tales filled with
action and political
intrigue.

T

his four-issue story arc tells the story of Lycan
king Iron Wolf and his epic journey south to
recruit the Neanderthal to a senate that he has
set up in the hope of uniting the world’s races.
Iron Wolf has married an Elf queen and together
they rule over the surrounding lands. War plagued
the term of Iron Wolf’s father, a monarch who has
mysteriously vanished without a trace. In the hope of
brining the world’s races together in understanding,
Iron Wolf has created a senate where all groups are
welcome to join. Ogres, Goblins and Elves are among
those included in this union.
One group who isn’t a part of the senate are the
Neanderthals, his father’s old enemies. He must
journey south in the hope of recruiting them, but his
journey will not be easy. Iron Wolf will be faced with
brigands and hostile tribes from the south. Not only
that but back home in the Elf kingdom a priesthood
known as the Brotherhood of The Bat plot Iron Wolf’s
demise and would like nothing more than see the just
king removed from power.
Iron Dynasty Comics produces sword and sorcery
tales, set in an original world. Expect more adventures
in the future. This is only the beginning!
Cover artist:
Story and pencils:
Inks:
Colour:
Lettering:

Gary Erskine
Barry Lumsden
Jasen Tveit
Steven Denton
Nikki Foxrobot

Battle commences on Kickstarter
17th of January 2020.

www.irondynastycomics.com
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Captian Cosmic. Continued from Issue 10...
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To be Continued...
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“It’s the Glastonbury of comics,
with a real emphasis on creators”
Alex Thomas looks back at the Thought Bubble Comic Festival 2019
The Thought Bubble Comic Festival is
the highlight of the comic convention
calendar. It’s the Glastonbury of
comics, with an emphasis on creators
rather than cosplay and celebrities.
As such we have dedicated this
month’s section to this mammoth
event with reviews of debuting books
and interviews with creators we met.

      
happened at this year’s show:
This years Thought Bubble festival
saw it move from its traditional home
of Leeds to the picturesque spa town
of Harrogate. Arriving at the Harrogate
Conference centre on the Saturday
there was no concern about a lack
of punters for this new venue, as the
4 deep queue that snaked around
the building clearly meant these
comic fans were not going to be put
! !!!
problems in the area.
As we entered the main ComiXology
hall we were hit by the sheer scale of
the venue and the convention as a
whole. With four rows of tables and
decent sized aisles for people to move
around in, the hall was packed and was
buzzing with excitement even before
those queuing had been let in. Doing

a lap to get our bearings was not easy.
Not only did we keep bumping into
familiar faces but the venue was just
huge and after getting our bearings in
one hall we realised this was just one of
three that make up the show!

Comics, comics, everywhere!

Because of the linear nature of the
centre, as the event doors opened up
!!
!  !! ! 
eager fans - especially the Etherington
Brothers who were front and centre –
and so it was quite quiet in the other
halls for most of the morning. However,
creators like Andy Conduit Turner told
us this wasn’t stopping people from
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buying and he’d had a few early sales!
During the day we caught with so
many fantastic creators that we can’t
mention them all here (read our full
report at pipedreamcomics.co.uk/
show-report-thought-bubble-2019/)
and keep reading to see some of the
great books we found and creators we
were able to interview.
As we headed back to our hotel
exhausted and our bag bulging with
 !  !
what a fantastic day it had been. With
events going on that evening, and
all day on the Sunday as well, we had
barely scratched the surface of what
was on offer at this fantastic show.
There were dozens of creators we had
not been to see properly and many
   
posting on Twitter and Instagram
later!) There were panels which we had
not been to and a glorious city which
we had only had a brief glimpse of.
A comic convention can be made or
broken by its location, and so we hope
that this move to Harrogate is the start
of a brighter bolder future for Thought
Bubble. Based on what we saw at our
! !
which can only get bigger and better.
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The use of unconventional layouts and
pages structures free really unique

Coin Op Comics #8
Publisher: Coin Op Books
Writer/Artist: Peter and Maria Hoey
Price: $19.95 from coinopbooks.com

One of our favourite discoveries at
Thought Bubble was Peter and Maria
Hoey’s incredible Coin op Comics,
a series which will make you look at
comics in a completely new light.
Coin Op Comics #8 comes to you in
a glorious hard cover format and is a
collection of 4 short stories (and some
  
this issue have the common theme of
infatuation. It’s an eclectic bunch, with
no real obvious story or narrative, but
each one feels like an exploration of
the issue’s theme as well as how comics
are told. It’s a book which straddles the
twin towers of comics and art books,
but with a heavy lean towards the
latter. It reminded us a lot of Daniel
Clowes in terms of it’s style and it’s
esoteric outlook, but it also feels like
something quite contemporary like
Jon McNaught’s Kingdom with it’s
ambitious use of panels and design.
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Opening chapter Rear View Mirror
sees recurring characters Saltz and
Pepz retelling the Orpheus and
Eurydice story, but with the back drop
of a 30s Art Deco Jazz cartoon. The
second, is a strange rambling story
about a recurring dream and is told
using panels that run from top to
bottom as well as left to right which
gives the story a disorientating pattern
that goes with the dreamlike theme.
Perhaps our favourite of the bunch is
Intersection, which is a really smart
‘what if’ story that follows a man who
wishes he had met his wife earlier in
life – but when he is given the chance

“A wonderfully
clever and original
read, that is very
carefully considered
and compiled”

to do that it sees his life take a very
different turn to the one he had hoped
      
is perhaps the most conceptually
ambitious, but also the most esoteric.
It is a simple story of a bank heist told
across 4 pages where a single image is
spilt into 12 panels. The framing then
stays the same and the caper plays
out within the panels of the page. It’s a
really clever idea and works perfectly
for a simple story like this.
Overall, Coin Op Comics is a
wonderfully clever and original read,
that is very carefully considered and
compiled. The use of unconventional
layouts and storytelling techniques is
incredibly slick and the high stylised
artwork, which varies subtly from story
to story, works seamlessly within each
page. At nearly $20 plus shipping for
UK readers it is not the cheapest of
reads, but it is well worth it if you can
 
(Try Gosh Comics for issue #8 or get
an anthology of previous issues that is
available on Amazon).
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“I hope the reader will gain
some enlightenment into
how it feels to be in a crisis.”
Lucy Sullivan on the importance of mental health in Barking
Part of the growing collection of
exciting books being released on the
Unbound platform, Lucy Sullivan’s
Barking is a powerful look at a mental
health crisis. We caught up with her to

Barking feels like a very personal
story, is it based on your own
experiences or people you know?
Lucy Sullivan: It’s a combination. I had
a mental health crisis in my 20s after
my dad died suddenly. It wasn’t clear
that was what was happening to me
at the time and it took a catastrophic
night out for it to become clear and I
got help.
When I subsequently saw friends
go through a similar ordeal, but
they were also sectioned, it threw a
sharp light on the persisting stigma
around our minds and how we,
as a society treat someone in that
vulnerable, terrifying state.
Was it important for you to create a
book which challenged rather than
being a passive reading experience?
LS: The most important aspect was
being honest and true to my research.
I didn’t intend for it to be challenging
but I guess that’s the nature of the
topic. I did want it to feel frightening in
places as that is true to the experience.

       
Werewolf in London, Dark Water and
Poppy Shakespeare TV drama. There’s
also a fair amount of mythology &
psychological theory in the mix. I hope
that will make it more entertaining too

  

             

    
I hope that the reader will empathise
with Alix and go with her through the
process and gain some enlightenment
into how it feels to be in a crisis. The
only real way to break the stigma is to
talk openly about these topics.
You have a very unique art technique,
can you tell us a bit about it?
LS: I came to comics from Handdrawn Animation and a career
teaching observational drawing. Both
   
spent years developing the style of the
book, working on it around my other
jobs. I knew it had to feel both urgent
and visceral so I drew the whole book
with a biro or on carbon typewriter
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sheets. The materials themselves
are messy and unruly but produce
beautiful lines so felt very apt to the
subject.
If you could offer any advice to
anyone going through a mental
health crisis what would that be?
LS: Tell someone. Anyone you can
feel able to do so. Saying it out loud is
    
You never know who might be able to
help. There lare lots of excellent, free
services that will point you in the right
direction for help such as Mind, The
Samaritans or Rethink Mental Illness.
 
     
at unbound.com/books/barking/
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Glorious Wrestling
Alliance: Premium Edition
Publisher: Josh Hicks
Writer/Artist: Josh Hicks
Price: £12 from www.cpebooks.co.uk

If you thought you had seen it all in
the over the top world of professional
wrestling, then think again. Josh
Hick’s stellar series takes the antics of
a bunch 80s pro wrestlers and gives
them a quirky small press makeover.
The heroes in GWA are not your
usual muscled up stereotypes, instead

   
  
about his position on the card); Death
Machine (a bruising heavyweight who
also writes poetry); and the human
gravy boat, who is constantly trying to
 
While Josh brings his love and
passion for pro wrestling to the
project, he also brings a gloriously
surreal sense of humour to it as well.
Each chapter is based loosely on a
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wrestling concept - the supercard, the
tour bus and the struggling business
- but really each chapter is a series
of character based skits where Hicks
gets to riff on the weird world he
has created. As well as telling some
genuinely enjoyable stories too.
His artwork is gloriously simple yet
effortlessly cool. His cartoonish style
gives the characters the perfect look
for over the top wrestlers but also
means they can happily co-exist in a
    
Meanwhile his smart panel designs
(such as the tour bus in chapter two)
give it all a very smartly designed feel.
While you don’t have to be a
wrestling fan to enjoy GWA, if you
are then it is packed full of obscure
references and subtle in jokes. But
don’t worry, it’s not all there is to this
book. GWA is a champion example
of how to make a truly heavyweight
wrestling comic!

Zoot! #3
Publisher: Hotel Fred Press
Writer/Artist: Roger Langridge
Price: £5 from hotelfred.bigcartel.com

Roger Langridge’s annual anthology
features his characters Fred the
Clown, McGonnagal the Worlds
Worst Poet, Art D’Ecco and the
Hump and the Fez in a rip roaring
collection of laugh out loud strips
that mix the retro styling of The Chap
and the anarchic humour of Viz.
This new selection of stories
feels like a glorious statement of
intent from one of our new favourite
creators.It has hints of the anarchic
spirit of Ken Reid, the immaculate
simplicity of Bill Watterson, and
the pulp sensibilities of Nick Prolix.
Meanwhile the humour ranges from
the smart to the surreal to just down
right nutty. Art D’Ecco and The Hump
get caught in a party full of smiling
butlers, while McGonagal relives
the moment he was stitched up by
a theatre impresaario, and then the
Fez… well, he just does what he does!
The whole thing is framed by
scenes involving an insomniac Roger
struggling getting ideas for stories
which introduces each chapter. It
gives the issue a fantastic structure,
and allows Roger the chance to pause
for breath between the outrageous
antics of his main characters.
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“Details are what gives that extra
bit to your world building and
gives them a spicy plausibility”
Gustaffo Vargas on creating cyborg jungle creatures for MANU
We checked out Gustaffo varga’s
    
Manu last issue, but at Thought
Bubble we caught up with it’s creator
     
Can you tell us a bit about the
inspiration and story behind MANU
Gustaffo Vargas: By the beginning
of 2014 I wanted to tell a science
    
realised I wanted to make a cyberpunk
story, and as soon as I decided what
elements I wanted to use the place
where it would happen came to me
rapidly (Trujillø).
The idea of making books that
happen in real places came naturally.
So the next story after Trujillø was
L1MA, which is the capital city, my city.
This was a new story, the only thing I
knew in the beginning was, I want to
tell a story with street kids (pirañas),
black vultures that happens in Lima.
It is a love letter to my city, in my own
way. L1MA was released in Thought
Bubble 2018.
Following that came MANU, which
is not a city, but is a geographic
area, a National Park in the Peruvian
Rainforest. MANU is volume 1 of 3 of
the ALTIPLANO saga, it explores
some themes I started working
already in L1MA.
All my stories happen in the same
world, so little by little, characters and
elements connect or cross paths more.
 
  
South American jungles together?
GV: I wanted to explore what I knew

Gustaffo’s unique world in Manu was inspired by the cultrual heritage of his native Peru

and where I came from, go deeper in
my own culture, I think it’s a territory
that is so rich! In Anime you have
really varied stories and they use their
culture and folklore in very different
and creative ways. The ideas and
visuals are amazingly rich and that’s
when it hit me. In Peru (and all South
America) we have such rich and
fascinating cultures, maybe I should
explore Peru with that kind of vision.
MANU is much longer than those
       
challenges to writing a longer story?
GV: L1MA and Trujillø are fast roller
coasters that go from A to B. I wanted
to do a bigger and more ambitious
story. It was not easy, I had to
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prepare a Mind Map and small events
cards to make all the elements work.
Which of your characters has been
your favourite to draw ?
GV: I think I have fun with almost all of
them, the kids, the dogs, the vultures,
the cyborgs, they all serve to tell the
story. The more complex designs can
be a pain, but they are worth it. The
jaguar in MANU and all the monkeys
were a bit of a challenge, but they were
fun too. Those details are what gives
that extra bit to your world building
and gives them that extra spicy
plausibility you’re trying to achieve.
Get MANU, Trujillø and L1MA
from gustaffovargas.bigcartel.com/
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In comparison to the slice-of-life
vibes of Brain Shoodles, Worr y War t
and Wired Up Wrong that we saw
last issue, other indie comic s with a
mental health slant ha
h ve an aesthetic
that ’s as far detached from realit y as
possibl
ble. Th
he War for Kaleb
l b and
d Tale
l s
of the Frac tured Mind reach for the
skies and the stars respec tively by

         
into their mental illness depic tions.
By retreating from realit y into fantasy,
Jason Pit tman, Roddy McCance and
Roland Kalnins conjure up lavish
and surreal explorations into mental
illness, distinc t from Emily, Rachael
and Dani’s works.

Anxious Superheroes

The War for Kaleb by writer & ar tist
Jason Pit tman is a rather deliberate
at tempt at communicating with
his own demons. The three-issue
series, now available as a collec ted
trade paperback, follows the
aforementioned Kaleb as his feelings
of severe anxiet y manifest into a duo
of super-powered beings, one heroic
and one evil, and proceed to clash
with each other. “A
“Af ter failed at tempts
at helping myself, and my anxiet y, I
went to looking for answers through
ar t, and stor y telling, by translating
those images in my head to paper,”
explains Pit tman. “ Y
Ye
ears later, I have
The War for Kaleb.”
The War for Kaleb liberally exploits
the panel struc ture of a comic to show
the over wrought feelings anxiet y can
bring. Its near-total black-and-white
appearance feels stripped back and
   
       
cold, assisted by Pit tman’s intensely
detailed illustrations of charac ters,
landscapes and architec ture. The
manifestations themselves are the
only points in the comic where colour
is used to illustrate them. As the
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The War For Kaleb uses colour and black and
a white to show it’s character’s mental
m
state

only points of colours in the book,
they instantly catch the reader’s
eye, highlighting the tangiible grip
anxiet y can have. “Once bouts of
anxiet y come, and set tle in, there are
ver y few things to convince myself
that ever y thing was okay. It was like
something took over to make me
a dif ferent person, and I couldn’’t
listen to my regular self anymore. It
isn’t bipolar, though. Because there
is always something in the back of
my mind wanting to stop, but it just
doesn’t.” That at tention to detail
in The War for Kaleb’s visuals feels
           
of the anxiet y Kaleb experiences
throughout the stor y. Whe
ether such
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an obser vation is genuine or not, it
still points to The War for Kaleb is a
rich, robust likeness of anxiet y and
depression, visually and narratively.

Fractured Mind
n s

By comparison, Ta
Tales of the Frac tured
Mind adopts a monsoon-esque
set of visual moods and stretches
beyond depic tions of anxiet y and
depression. Each of the anthology’s

illness, including bi
b -polar disorder
and dementia. Roddy and Rolands
task themselves with no easy mission
of giving a visual voice to numerous
complicated
d illnessses, yet several
strips succeed in harnessing the raw
mental state of these illnesses. ‘Clock
of the World’ makes use of split panels
to illustrate dual personalities. ‘ War
on Realit y’ gives a sparse relationship
bet ween language and shape, of ten
featuring speech separate from the
visuals, as if they’re illustrating posttraumatic stress by highlighting the
soldier’s separation
o bet ween realit y
and themselves. The neon-soaked
colours of ‘Mountaineering’ feels like
a less-than-subtle comment on the
jungle-wading at titude to making
sense of gender dysphoria.
“I felt like it was impor tant to include
many dif ferent sides of mental illness,
that ’s why each stor y is dif ferent,”
explains Roddy. “Each stor y is like a
4 minute song. They are shor t and
sharp and there to pick you up, make
you understand something or to just
make you feel something.” Rolands
brings a swarming, nightmare-ish
vibe to the anthology, a st yle that
haunts and engulf the comic’s strips;
“Depic ting the illnesses wasn’t too
hard in the design sense, but taking
those stories and drawing the pages...
I had to go into a special mental
state for each of them. Because I
tried to put myself into each of those
situations presented. It took a toll
on me emotionally. Sounds a bit sad
or morbid but it was an amazing
experience. So each of those stories
has a piece of ‘Me’ in them.” An
intimate unboxing for such a sweeping
collec tion of ideas and illnesses.
Even with Tales of the Frac tured
Mind’s sense of scale separating it

Rodd
dy McCance’s anthology gives a vissual voice to a number of complex conditions

from Rachael’s or Emily’s works, we
    
mentalit y of Wired Up Wrong and
Brain Shoodles; the idea of placing
    
    
stor y itself may be.
What still makes The War for
Kaleb and Tales of the Frac tured
Mind distinc t from past works and
compatible with each other is their
exuberant at titude in utilising otherworldly concepts to tear down the
toxic misconceptions around mental
illnesses. It ’s less of a mask, more of a
plat form to emphasis the pain felt by
having these illnesses, giving them a
tangibilit y that allows for a piercing
clawing at the reader.
Nex t month: Mental Health Zines
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